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A straightforward method, based on the self-consistent solution of the Bo-

goliubov equations using a step function approximation for the electron pair

amplitude, is developed for the proximity effect of the superlattice system.

The gap equation is obtained from the self- consistency condition imposed on

the pair amplitude for various systems. Solving the thickness dependent gap

function, the thermal properties of the systems can be determined. Compar-

ison with other techniques that have been employed for the effect shows that

the method is a reasonable theoretical treatment. The parameters of calcu-

lating the properties of these systems are within the standard BCS theory,

and the results obtained in the analysis can be expressed in terms of certain

universal relations which are independent of the particular material.
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In 1935, A. D. Misener [1] observed that the superconducting transition tem-

perature of Pb films, which electroplated onto constantan wires, decreased

below the bulk value with decreasing film thickness. In 1960, similar obser-

vations made on Sn films electroplated onto Au and Cu wires suggested that

the lowering of the T" was caused by the proximity or contact of a normal

metal [2]. Since that time extensive investigations have been made on this so

called prorirnity effect by using superimposed thin metal films. The studies

have used a variety of analytical methods such as the measurement of 7", H.,

persistent cutrent, flux penetration and tunneling. After the experimental ob-

servations, several theoretical treatments of various aspects of the proximity

effect were proposed, such as Cooper, de Gennes- Werthamer, and the McMil-

lan tunneling model. There are also a number of works that have been done

using the different approaches to investigate theoretically the properties of the

proximity effect for superconducting thin films [3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,9, 10, 11].

Theoretically, the proximity effect is believed due to the electron- elec-

tron interaction extending from the superconducting material into the normal



conducting material. Therefore the theoretical treatment of the effect must

be accounted for within the BCS theory. As we know, the BCS (Bardeen,

Cooper, and Schrieffer) theory [12) is the standard theory of describing super-

conducting system. However, due to its non-linear nature, the BCS theory is

difficult to solve for geometries other than the infinite homogeneous case. In

this thesis, we will investigate a method of incorporating particular geometries

other than the infinite homogeneous situation into the flamework of the BCS

theory.

For the system of a superconductor in contact with a normal metal, the

so called SN structure, the major difficulty is to obtain a self- consistent ex-

pression for the spatially dependent electron pair amplitude. One extensively

used and extremely useful technique to investigate the effect of the system is

Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory. The theory is based on the fact that the gap

or order parameter approaches zero close to the transition point. The method

can be used to investigate properties close to the critical point, like the criticai

temperature, as a function of film thickness [5, 6, 7].

However, if we are interested in properties away from the critical point the

GL theory cannot be used, and we have to return to the original Bogoliubov

equations. In such a situation, two general apploaches can be used. One

method is assuming that the pair amplitude has some convenient form, which

is then used to solve the Bogoliubov equations. Properties of such system can

be found in terms of the free parameters associated with the assumed pair

amplitude. In order to have a straightforward solution, generally the assumed

amplitude is an appropriate constant over the superconductor region, as this

provides a relativeiy easy solution. Implicit in this approach is the condition

that the assumed and the calculated amplitudes are close, so that the solution



is "nearly self- consistent"[13, 14].

A more general technique which explicitly incorporates a self- consistency

condition is a variational type of approach. The approach begins as before

by assuming a particuiar form of the pair amplitude and solving the resultant

equations. The free parameters associated with the assumed amplitude are

then determined by a condition of the minimization of the free energy [15], or

that the assumed and calculated pair amplitudes agree as closely as possible

[1a]. fn both of these approaches it is possible to consider more generai forms

for the pair amplitude by employing a WKB type of expansion, which has the

effect of reducing the Bogoliubov equations to a system of first order equations,

these being relatively easier to solve.

Another method to solve the problem of such SN sandwich structure,

somewhat different from the approaches we just discussed, is the McMillan

tunneling model [16]. In this model a potential barrier is assumed to exist

between the interface of the two joined metals, and tunneling through the

barrier is treated by means of the transfer Hamiltonian method [17, i8]. The

advantage of this model is that it is not restricted to the vicinity of the critical

point. The relation between this approach and the wave function approach

can be found in Refs. 1r9,,20,2r1. A brief discussion of this model will be

presented in chapter 4.

In this thesis, we introduce a different method to study the proximity

effect of superconducting thin films. The approach with regatd to the self-

consistency of the pair amplitude shares some of the characteristics of other

approaches, but we use a self-consistency condition less stringent than de-

manding that the assumed and calculated pair amplitudes exactly coincide
,221.



To start, we first work on the simplest geometry, a single film, and assume

the pair amplitude is a constant in the superconductor region, so that \¡/e can

construct explicit solutions to the Bogoliubov equation for the system. The

requirement of the self-consistency condition is that the spatial average of

the assumed and calculated order parameters be equal. Such a condition has

been alluded to in previous works [18,28], but does not appear to have fully

exploited in calculating the properties of such a system away from the critical

point. Naturally, this approximation is used in order to simplify some of the

expressions. However, the approach provides a straightforward method to the

single film system in finding both critical and noncritical properties with no

parameters outside of those found in the BCS theory. We then apply the

same method to the bilayer system incorporating Bloch's theorem. A final use

of the approach is to a finite superlattice system. We find that the method

gives reasonable results for certain ranges of the parameters, but breaks down

outside those ranges. Many of the results obtained in this analysis can be

expressed in terms of certain universal relations that are independent of the

particular material.

The plan of the thesis is the following: In Chapter 1, we will briefly dis-

cuss the general properties of the superconductor. In Chapter 2, the BCS

theory will be presented, and we briefly give a summary of the superconductor

properties that can be obtained within the theory. In Chapter 3, in the first

section we will discuss the property of the proximity eflect, and in the follow-

ing section we will introduce the major theoretical treatments on such effect.

Starting from Chapter 4, we introduce a different approach to this effect for the

simplest geometry. In the first section of the Chapter, we establish the eneïgy

eigenstates and give the general solution of the Bogoliubov equations, which



will also be used in the infinite and the finite superlattice systems. We then use

these solutions with the self- consistency condition to derive the gap equation.

In the next section we solve the gap function and obtain the dependence of the

critical temperature on the film thickness. In the last section of Chapter 5 we

discuss the infinite superlattice by consideling a finite alternating superlattice

system with the limit ¡'/ --e oo, and then compare the results obtained with the

infinite superlattice. In the last Chapter of the Thesis, we will investigate the

properties of a finite superlattice system. In the first section of the Chapter,

we set up the self-consistency gap function for the system. In the following

section, we shall determine some critical properties of the system in term of

the ratio of. af a" andTfT", as well as the behaviour of the energy gaps. We

then compare the results in certain limits with other approaches and discuss

some of the problems which exist in the calculation. Finally we present some

conclusions.
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As is well known, at sufrciently low temperature many metals and alloys un-

dergo a phase transition to a superconducting state. In this state, the electric,

magnetic and thermodynamic properties of the metal are radically different

from its properties in the normal state. In this chapter, we will summarize

these properties, since any theory of superconductivity must account for these

properties.

Ðlectrical Fropenties

The disappearance of electrical resistance of superconducting material at suf-

frciently low temperature is the major characteristic of superconductors. The

earliest discovery of such behavior of the superconductor was H. K. Onnes in

1911, who found that mercury loses its resistance at 4.2 K. Since then others

have confirmed the existence of other superconductors, and found that many

metallic elements and alloys are superconductors as well.

The temperature at which the metal loses its resistance is called the transi-



tion temperature or critical temperature, normally denoted by 7.. For different

superconducting materials the transition temperatures are diferent. These

metals, which lose their resistance at the transition temperature, are said to

pass into the superconducting state, and become superconductor. Since the

transition is not accompanied by any structure and property change of the

crystal lattice, it is interpreted as an electronic transition, in which the con-

ducting electrons enter an ordered state.

In contrast, a material in the superconducting state is a truly perfect

conductor. This implies the DC resistance of the superconductor is zero, and

as a result, there is no DC po\Mer dissipation within the superconductor.

In 1913 Onnes also discovered that there was a "threshold value" of current

density that can be carried by a superconductor before it reverts to its normal

state. This is known as the critical current density, -I., and he found that this

quantity is a function of temperature; J" increases as the temperature of the

superconductor was lowered. The critical current is an important parameter

in the description of superconductivity.

2 lVlagraetic Fnopenties

Magnetic properties are an important and unique property of superconductors.

The initial discovery was made by Meissner and Ochsenfeld in 1933, who found

that' the magnetic fl,ur is erpelled from the interi,or of the superconductor and

the magnetic inducti,on B uaniså,es. That is to say, inside a superconducting

metal B : 0, i.e., inside of a superconductor the flux density is not only con-

stant, but the value of this constant is always zero! This important discovery

is called lhe Mei,ssner effect.



Since the Meissner effect was discovered, this unique property became one

of the important tests of superconductivity, and any theory attempting to de-

scribe superconductivity must include this magnetic property in a fundamental

way.

F. London and H. London suggested that the magnetic behavior of a
superconducting metal might be correctly described by using the equation

VxJ:-?!g
TN

AJ _ n"'o
D.Atm

(2.r)

and

(2.2)

which are known as the London equations. Bquation (2.1) describes the resis-

tanceless property of superconductor, as there is no electric field in a metal

unless the current is changing; and Equation (2.2) describes the diamagnetism.

The solution of the equations is

B"(*) : B"(Q)e-'/^'", (2.3)

where À¿ is called the London Penetration depth and )! : ml lte2 The solution

shows that the field decreases exponentially from the surface into the super-

conductor, and thus the field vanishes inside the superconductor, in accord

with Meissner effect.

Due to the Meissner effect which says the total magnetic induction E : 0

inside a superconductor, we establish

ts:H,(0) *¡;6M:0,

where H,(0) is the applied magnetic field, ¡-16 is the

magnetization. Naturally, we get

If,(0) -FoM.

(2.4)

permeability and M is ihe



This means the magnetization has the same magnitude but opposite direction

to the applied field, and a cancellation is the result. The magnetic suscepti-

bility, the ratio of magnetization to the applied fie1d, must then be

þold.{_-HlO) _-r.

Such a condition for the magnetization to cancel the external field exactly is

referred to as perfect di,amagnetisrn. Therefore, the superconductor is not only

a perfect conductor but also a perfect diamagnet.

ß T'henntodynamic Fnopenties

During the transition from normal state to superconducting state, the thermal

properties of the material are changed. This can be seen from the behavior of

the specific heat.

3.1- Specifrc F{eat

Experimental results show that the specific heat has a jr-p at the transition

from the normal state to the superconducting state, i.e., the volue of specific

heat at a superconducting state is greater than the volue at a normal state.

This can be seen by a derivation of the Gibbs free energy of the system:

G:U-TS+PV_FIO'M,

and the first law of thermodvnamics

dU:TdS-PdV+Ho.dM,

where U is the internal energy, S is the entropy, P is the pressure, V is the

volume, F{6 is the applied field and M is the magnetization. At T : Tc



and H6 : 0, one can obtain the difference of the specific heat between the

superconducting state and the normal state as

(cs -cx):ftrffit+. (3.5)

This means in the absence of an applied freld, and at the transition tempera-

ture, the specific heat of the superconducting state is greater than that of the

normal state by an amount h(#)rr"
The transition from normal to superconducting state is characterized by a

continuous variation of both G and dG/dT. However, d2 G I dTz is discontinuous

aL T",leading to the jump in the heat capacity. Due to dG/dT being continuous

at 7", there is no latent heat associated with the transition between normal

and superconducting state in a zero applied field. It is thus a second- order

phase transition.

3"2 Ðnergy Grp

Experiments at low temperatures also show that the specific heat of a super-

conductor in that region decreases exponentially as 7 -+ 0. Such exponential

behavior implies the existence of an energy gap, Ao, separating the normal

states from the superconducting states. This gap leads to a small specific heat.

The energy gap between the superconducting state and the normal state, ly-

ing just at the Fermi level, prevents the electron from being readily excitable.

When the temperature is raised, the electrons are thermally excited across the

gap and an amount of energy A6 is absorbed for each of these electrons in the

excitation process. When the temperature increases, and As decreases, the

gap vanishes at 7 : f. The width of the gap is of the order of kBT".

From Boltzmann statistics, the number of electrons in the energy level

i0



above the gap is proportional to 
"-ao/2kpT 

and the thermal energy absorbed

in an excitation process is proportional to A,oe-ao/zt'a". Therefore, the specifrc

heat is proportional to the derivative of the energy with a factor of temper-

ature: (11T2)e-^o/zkaT. since the T2 term vanishes more slowly than the

exponential term, the specific heat is nearly exponential:

Cs x" -Ao
'*P 2w'

Other experiment results, such as low temperature conductivity, the mi-

cro\¡/ave absorption spectrum, etc., also confirm the existence of an energy gap

in a superconductor.

4 0then Fnopentåes

We briefly state some other properties of superconductors.

4"L lsotope Effect

In 1950, the study of different critical temperatures of various isotopes of the

same element 124,25] gave the result that the critical temperature for those

isotopes is inversely proportional to the square root of the isotope's mass:

T. x M-t/z '

One conclusion from this observation is that the crystal lattice structure de-

termines the properties of the electron found in those elemental isotopes.

This observation is called the isotope effect, and strongly supports the be-

lief that the electron-phonon interaction is the origin of the superconductivity.

11



4"2 T'wo T'ypes of Supencor¡d.¡.l.ctors

It is known that magnetic fields can destroy superconductivity. The applied

field at which the superconductor is destroyed is called the critical fi,eld,labeled

by H"; this transition is reversible. H" is a temperature dependent function.

There are two types of superconductors that differ by their critical field.

The first type is called a ty¡re I superconductor which only has one critical

fietd fI.. Anther type is called a type II superconductor which has two critical

fi.elds, the lower one H"1and the upper one H.2. Both types of superconductor

properties appear the same when H 1 H.r, but in between H.y and H¿2

the type II superconductor is in a mixed state: the magnetic flux partially

penetrates and forms smal1 normal state cylinders. Above H"2 the type II
superconductor becomes a normal metal.

The properties we discussed in this Chapter are just a brief summary

of the experimental results. In the following Chapter, we will present the

microscopic theory of superconductivity and also give the properties that can

be obtained within the theory.

T2
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The modern theory of superconductivity was established by Bardeen, Cooper,

and Schrieffer in their classic paper ìn 1957. The BCS theory, though ap-

proximate, provides a description of both thermal and dynamical properties

of superconductors in the weak coupling limit. Generally the theory relies on

three features of metallic solids: (i) the electron-lattice interaction; (2) the

formation of an electron-pair bound state (the so called Cooper pair state) due

to the coupling of the electrons to the lattice: and (3) the instability of the nor-

mal metallic state with respect to formation of a macroscopic condensed state

of all pairs (k 1, -k J) with antiparallel spins in momentum (k) space. This

condensed state exhibits the principal properties of superconductors, such as

perfect diamagnetism, zero resistance, and so on. We will discuss these three

features in this chapter.

13



?'Ïre Attnactive lsxtenactiom Betweem T'wo

ÐlectroT'Is

In 1950, Fröhlich [26] suggested that an electron-electron attraction can be

mediated by phonons, and that such an interaction is responsible for supercon-

ductivity. This electron-electron attractive interaction results from electron-

lattice interactions. The interaction is treated to lowest order and the electron-

electron correlations are decoupled in the mean field type approximation.

The electron-lattice interaction can be described by introducing phonons

as quasiparticles representing vibrational models of the lattice. An electron

moving in a solid and scattering on a lattice vibration absorbs or emits a

phonon with energy l¿un and quasi momentum ñq. If during this process the

energy of incoming electrons (with energy e¡ and momentum ñk) and scattered

electrons (with energy e¡, ) is conserved, then real scattering has taken place.

Such events lead to the non-zero resistivity of metals at T ) 0. For this process

€k'-€k- Xkø.q,

where "-" corresponds to the emission and "+" to absorption of a phonon.

However, in the quantum mechanical description of scattering processes,

there also exist virtual processes. Such processes involve the emission and

subsequent reabsorption of a phonon in a short time interval. These virtual

processes are composed of two parts: one describing phonon emission and the

subsequent reabsorption process, and one describing the reverse process. Such

processes can be described as follows: suppose that an electron with wave

vector k1 emits a phonon q, and the electron is scattered with a new wave

vector kr - Q. The emitted phonon is absorbed by another electron with

I4



'wave vector k2, and after absorbing the phonon, the second electron has a

new r¡/ave vector kz * q. The reverse process can be described by the first

electron absorbing a phonon with wave vector -q and scatters from state k1

to state k - q; the second electron, after emitting a phonon -e, changes from

state k2 into state kz * q. According to second order perturbation theory the

contribution of these two processes can be written as

( kr - Q,kz * q I vr I kl,k2 >: Wk,,k-q .Wi.r,kr+q

e(k') - e(k' - q) -hrn
and

( kr - e,kz I q I vz I kr,k, ¡: Yi-''t'-g-'wL''L'-f'*o .
e (kr) - €(kz t q) - ha_n'

where e (k1) and s(kr -q) are the energies in state k1 and state k1-q, e (k2) and

€(kz*q) are the energies in state k2 and kz*q, the W terms are the electron-

phonon interaction matrix elements, trMkr,kr-q is the interaction between the

first electron and phonon, and'W¡r,¡z+q is the interaction between the second

electron and phonon. Conservation of energy requires that

€(k') -€(k'-q) :e(kz) -e(kr*q),

and for the electron-phonon matrix elements

Wkr,kr-q: \Mkz,kz*q.

The total contribution of these two processes to the ener.gy is then

Vk,,kr,q :l Lh.,,t'-q l'
hro

(1.1)
[t(k') - ¿(k' - q)]' - (lluq)2'

One notices that if I e(k1) - 6(k, - q) l< h,an in the above equation, then

Vkr,kr,q < 0; that is, the interaction is attractive. This means oniy the elec-

trons within a Xhwn band measured at Fermi surface have this attractive in-

teraction. These states in the Fermi sea are fully occupied and cannot interact

15



with other electrons in the neighboring energy levels. If this attraction over-

comes the Coulomb repulsion between electrons, this leads to a net attraction

between the electrons in that region. Such a net attractive interaction results

in a stable superconducting state.

2 Coopen Fairs State

Following Fröhlich's discovery, Cooper[27] showed that if the attractive po-

tential in Equation (2.1) is approximated by a negative constant, -V, in the

energy interval Itup above e¡, then such a potential introduces a binding be-

tween these two electrons.

When two electrons are added to a electron gas at T : 0, they must occupy

the state above the Fermi level because of the Pauli exclusion principle. For

the particular situation of an electron pair of zero total momentum and in its

singlet spin (s:0) state, the Schrödinger equation for the eigenvalues, E, and

eigenfunction,V, of such an electron pair can be reduced to

(¡¿r+är)ü(") :Bü(r),

where Ho : -*V'is the kinetic energy operator of the pair, Hl is the two-

body interaction, and r is the relative position of the pair. Now let us make

an expansion of ü in a plane wave pair state,

v : D a;ó¿(r),

where óo(r): exp(ik¿.r) Then

Hoó¿(r):fffoØ.
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The pair must be in the respective state k¿ 1, k¿ l, so that the total momentum

is zero,, and the net spin, 1 or J, of the pair is also zero.

Substituting V into the Schrödinger equation, and multiplying by /](r) :
exp[-ik¡'r] and integrating over all space we can find

t
i

where

VC
J n-. D'uçl u

,r,.
- h'k'whe¡ee¡:firand

c : Ð¿¿ : l/(o) ¡er+hun aþ)de
i JeP

and ,nf(O) is the density of state at the Fermi surface. Now, the consistency

condition yields the eigenvalue equation

1 : l/10)I/ f€r*hao de
- - \-'l' Jr, 2e - E'

For E 12ep the solution is

E -2ep - -2h,apL".n{nUþ) - 1l-'.

Therefore the potential -V introduces a binding between these two electrons

with binding energy

L = -2nqp "*p[a]. (2.g)

(2.2)
h2k?

L(; _ E)6¿,¡* < j I H, I i >la¿ : Q,

< i I H, I i >: I ar6;çr¡u,(r)do(*).

If

<ilHrl i>: {-' 
if eple3(er*h'up)

[ 0 otherwise

from Equation (2.2) we get
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In this expression hap represents an average phonon energy. The bound state

represented by the above equation has the following important features:

(t) Since the binding energy has its largest value for the state of the pair

at rest, (that is, the total pair momentum kr * kz : 0), A represents the

binding energy of the pair k and -k.

(z)The spin of pair is compensated: a singlet state is produced.

(3)The bound state has a lower energy than a pair of free electrons at

the Fermi level, and therefore the electron gas state is unstable against such

electron pair formation. The size of the two electrons is

, hrz ^.tn4"¡Ëoæ fO- IU-L,

where u¡ is Fermi velocity for electrons, and (s is defined as the coherence

length.

A system of such pairs may condense into a superfluid state if the attrac-

tion is stronger than the Coulomb repulsion between electrons.

Furthermore, if A is of the order of kBT", Equation (2.3) can be written

in terms of I in the weak coupling limit ,n/(0)V ( 1 as

T": r,n"*ot¡fr.1,

where kB?p : hap, 0p is the Debye ternperature and ap is called the Debye

frequencg. This is used to estimate the parameters of the microscopic theory

in terms of the single Cooper pair state.

& Supencorld¡.rating Gnound State

For a system of Cooper pairs, the wave functions of different pairs overlap

appreciably, forming a condensed and coherent state of pairs in the supercon-
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ducting phase: this state is called the superconducting ground state. Since r/ is

made up of states of electrons being excited above the normal ground state by

a wave number of order Lk, Lk - 7l€o - I}-alcr, according to the Pauli ex-

clusion principle that electron can only be excited into those unoccupied states,

and therefore only electronic states within a wave number range l}-akp of the

Fermi surface are involved in the superconducting phase transition.

The Hamiltonian of the ground state of many Cooper pairs in the BCS

model is

u : Ð €knko I lVy,yc*,1cl¡,1c-¡¡ c¡1.
k,o kk,

The first term describes the single electron energy €¡ , and nko: cf,oc¡o, the

number of electrons in state I ko >. The second term describes the pairing

part for the system of pairs scattering from the state (k 1, -k |) into state

(k' 1, -k'J).
In order to determine the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian, we can use

either Schrieffer's variational method [28] or the transformation method devel-

oped by Bogoliubov and Valatin [29]. Here we briefly discuss the variational

calculation. Since in the superconducting ground state we only consider the

pair state, in Equation (3.a) only that term that connects pairs with zero net

momentum is used:

U : Ð2eybfby + D Vy1,,b[ by,
k kk,

where 4 : 
"*f.1k1 

and ó¡ : c¡1c-kl are the creation, and the annihilation

operator for the pair in (k 1, -k J).

In the ground state, Schrieffer's wave function is

l rþo >: ll("u + r.'¡óf ) I 0 >,
k

(3.4)
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where | 0 > is ground state (vacuum state), and Dk, uk are the probabili-

ties of finding a Cooper pair in an occupied state and an empty state. The

normalization condition requires that

,'¡ + u'u: 1.

To find the expectation value) we introduce a term -þow, where ¡r is the

chemical potential and O¡¡ is the electron number operator. We have

< 0 171- þo¡v l>:2 D(tu - tt)r'u* | V¡¡,zkukuk,Dk,.
k kk,

For convenience, let us define uk : sin á¡ and uk : cos d¡. We then minimize

the expectation value

d

d0.0111-pOw)|0>:0
and obtain

2(ru - ¡r) sin 20u + Ð Vuu, cos2lysin 2d¡ : Q.

k,

From this equation v¿e can find

,I - "I: _tu= þ 
.Ey'

which results in:

ul: 112[r- 
(tt: P)1

.úk

and

Ek : [(rr - ù, + Llk]'/r. (3.5)

In this equation, I Ar I is the superconducting gap that is determined from

the self-consistent equation

Ak : - Ðvuu,$ tunt ( *l (8.6)
kZEu'2/
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If Vru., is approximated by a negative constant, then A¡ : 4,, and

L: huto"*ot¡fi'1,

and so Equation (3.6) yields a solution of either A : 0 or L 10. For L l0
we have the gap equation

1-
Yrilta,,h(+)' (3.7)

¡\/(o)

where

Ek: [(rr - p), + L2]r/2

Equations (3.6) and (3.7) constitute the simplest BCS solution for an isotropic

gap. One we can see that E¡ is always nonvanishing and reaches a minimum

Ek: A for electrons placed on the Fermi surface, when ek: p. Therefore the

meaning of the gap can be understood: it is the gap for single electron excita-

tions from the superconducting (condensed) state to a free electron state. The

thermaily excited electrons across the gap do not introduce nonzero resistivity

because their contribution is short- circuited by the presence of the gap con-

densate that carries a current with no resistance. The same holds true even

for the superconducting system for which the gap vanishes in some direction

of k space.

All thermodynamic properties are associated with thermal excitations;

the energies that are specified by Bquation (3.b) contain I a¡ | or a as a

parameter to be determined self-consistently from Equation (3.6) or (3.2).

4 Sururm.ary of T'he Properties

In this section, we will briefly summarize the results that may be obtained

within the BCS theory.
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(1). At T:0, Equation (3.7) reduces to

r : [vlzN (o)] t Ek 

"
and the value A : Ao

ao:

at ?:0 for

lrrn

k

¡/(0)Y ( 1 is given by

x Zh,,,p*ol-n 
fþ1.sinh[1/1/(0)Iz]

one notes a striking similarity between Equation (a.8) and (2.8) for ¡/(0)y <
1, which represents the weak coupling limit.

(2). If we choose the origin of energy at p, then Equation (3.2) can be

written in the integral form

(4 8)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.e)

Since frrn K tt, we can substitute 1/(e) = 1ú(e¡) : ¡/(0) within the inte-

gration range. This allows an evaluation of the critical temperature for which

A: 0:

L:v 
lr^'" |rffiÁnhfBlz(e'+ L')'/'l'

T" : 1.740o ""pt- 
^(#1.

2L", f = 3.53,
KBf .

From this equation \rye see that because of exponential factor the critical tem-

perature I is much smaller than the Debye temperature.

(3). Solving Equations (a.8) and (4.10), we obtain the ratio

which is used frequently to test the applicability of the BCS model. This ratio

also can be obtained in the strong coupling limit [80].

(4)' The energy E¡ represents electronic excitations across the energy

gap. The entropy of a superconductor can be written as

s: -2ka Ðtfut',fr + (r - /r)1n(1 - /¡)1, (4.12)
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where fu: f (Eu) : 11 * exp(BEy)] is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.

Therefore the free energy of superconducting state is

(4.13)

We should note that the thermodynamic properties are determined only if the

chemical potential p : [L(T) and the energy gap Ar. : Ar(?) are explicitly

found, since only the spectrum of single electron excitations, characterized by

the energies Ek, are uniquely determined. A(") is determined from Equation

(a.9) and the chemical potential is determined from the conservation of number

of electrons, lú", i.e. from the condition !¡ fu: N".

(5). The difference Fs - F¡¡ between the free energies in the supercon-

ducting phase F5 and normal phase F¡¿ can be equated to the magnetic free

energy by Fs - FN : ry:, where V is the volume of the system. We then

obtain the approximate relation:

Fs:2f ¿ulu -TS.
k

where 11" is the thermodynamic critical field. For an applied fietd 11 ) fI", su-

perconductivity is destroyed because the spin singlet bound state is destroyed

by the thermal fluctuations. The pair binding energy is then effectively over-

come by the magnetic energy, so that the pairs break up into single electrons.

This type of behavior characterizes type I superconductors.

(6). From the calculation of the specific heat, we can obtain a discontinuity

of the form, at T :7",

(4.15)
ct.c*=1.48.

C¡¡

At low temperature, the specific heat decreases exponentially

.Ao,(r'S - exp[,- 
-1,rúB r

(4.r4)
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for the case of an isotropic gap. If the gap is anisotropic : A : At(?),
then the low temperature dependence of the specific heat does not follow

Equation (4.16) but rather a T" power law, with n depending on the gap of

anisotropy. The specific heat grows with 7 because the number of thermally

broken pairs increases with rising temperature; at T : T" (knT": Ao), all

bound pairs dissociate thermally at which point Cs reaches a maximum. If the

temperature is raised above 7., the excess specific heat drop rapidly to zero

since no pairs are left to absorb the energy. This type of behavior is observed

in a superconductor with an isotropic gap.

(7). The spin part of the static magnetic susceptibility vanishes as 7 --+ 0.

This can be explained as the direct consequence of the binding of electrons in

the condensed state into singlet pairs. Therefore the Meissner effect is present

at T : 0 because of the orbital part of the susceptibility. The temperature

dependence of the penetration depth is given by

This result is obtained under the assumption that the coherence length { -
hVF I L is much larger than À.

(8). The relative ratio rc : 
^l€ 

determines the type of superconductivity

behavior in a magnetic field. From € - A-r, we can get, as T --+ 7", ( -
(7" - T)-t¡2. The same dependence for )(7) can be obtained from Equation

(a.7) as T '-+ 7". From the Ginzburg-Landau theory, one can show that if
rc < IlJz, the superconductivity is of the first kind; if o > IlJr, then it is

of the second kind. The rc is directly related to the penetration depth À(")

Equation (4.I4), the thermodynamic critical magnetic field, has the fo¡m

ffi:'Wr =r1 -tl)^l,,,

,6H"(T):øoffi

(4.r7)
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ÕoH"(T): 2rJr{q^e)'
where @o : Ttcf 2e is the magnetic-flux quantum.

terminates superconductivity of the first kind. For

second kind, the corresponding field equation is

(4.18)

This value of the field

superconductivity of the

H"2: oJiH.: #& (4.1e)

For the fields Ha 1 Ho 1 H"2,with H"t: ä.(0)ln[rclJ-U], the supercon-

ducting phase is inhomogeneous, composed of a lattice of vortices, each of the

form of a tube containing one flux quantum, penetrating the sample. The

high-?: superconductors are all superconductors of the second kind.
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In this chapter, we shall briefly discuss the basic properties of the proximity

effect and introduce several major theoretical models of the effect.

Cooper, in 1961 [3], introduced a physical argument of the proximity

effect, which can be described as follows. In the BCS theory the range between

the attractive electrons is very short (- 10-ad); however, the size of the wave

packet or the correlation distance of the attractively bound Cooper pairs is

of the order of the coherence length. Due to this longer coherence length,

the Cooper pairs can extend a considerable distance into a region in which

the interaction between electrons is not attractive. Therefore, if a thin normal

metal layer N is deposited onto a superconducting metal S, and if the electrical

contact between the two is good, the Cooper pairs can leak into the normal

layer. As a result, the ground state energy of this thin bimetallic layer is

characterized by some average of the interaction parameter ¡/(0)y over both

metals, which in turn determines the energy gap of the layer and its transition
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temperature. From

effect should yield

normal metal.

such an argument, one can understand that the proximity

information on the electron- electron interaction in the

Propenties of the Fnoxirutity trffect

Experimental results of the contact between two layers show that the crit-

ical properties of the superconducting thin film are different from the bulk

superconductor. One important facet of the proximity effect is that it must

depend on the nature of the boundary between the two metals and on the rel-

ative thickness of the two layers: the thicker the normal layer, the smaller the

average interaction and the smaller the influence on the properties of the su-

perconducting film. The properties of the effect generally can be summarized

as follows:

(1) The critical thickness, which is always smaller than the coherence

length of the bulk superconductor, decreases with a decrease of the effective

mean free path. The deposited films have a very short electron mean free path

in the normal state and their coherence length is modified.

For a SN sandwich structure, the transition temperaturejTs) is lower that

in the bulk superconductor materials. An empirical relation was suggested:

rl¡'-1- 0.2 + 0.8-R"'

where f" is the transition temperature of the system, I is the bulk transition,

R": ola" is the ratio of the thickness of the superconducting film, and ø" is

critical thickness below which no superconductivity is obser-ved for a constant

thickness of the normal metal film. This relation gives a general picture of the

reduced transition temperature.
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(2). The magnetic aspect of the proximity effect is that a magnetic or

nonmagnetic metal in contact with a superconductor breaks Cooper pairs and

hence suppresses superconductivity. This process is equivalent to paramag-

netic impurities or a critical current in a superconductor. If the normal metal

is magnetic, it should have a more pronounced effect because of the additional

interaction of spins with the conduction electrons.

(3). The study of superimposed films Ag/Pb showed the existence of per-

sistent currents through the couple. Such a study also shows that the induced

gap in the normal metal is much smaller than that of pure superconductor's

value [31]. An exponentially decreasing energy gap with increasing normai Ag

film thickness is also found. The gap was found to be insensitive to tempera-

ture far below the T" of the pure Pb superconductor [32], which is consistent

with the proximity mechanism of de Gennes. The gap was independent of

the applied longitudinal field up to a certain value above which it decreased

linearly.

(4). The critical field study of double films, due to Duffy and Meissner

[33], established that the proximity effect could be explained by assuming

a modified mean free path for the couple and a total film thickness which

corresponds to that of the superconducting film only.

If both metal films are superconductors of diferent T"'s, the ?" of the

couple varies from one extreme to another- as the relative thickness of the

two films is varied [34, 35]. Such a behavior is intuitively expected and is

illustrated by the data on Pbi AI film couples. The quantitative results are in

good agreement with the de Gennes theory applicable to such a case.

In the following section, we will review the major theoretical treatments.
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Tlaeonetåcaï Vïethods

Based on the experimental results of the layered structure of superconducting

materials and the related boundary problems, several theoretical treatments

have been proposed. In this section we briefly review these major treatments.

2"L Cooper Model

The model is based on a modification of parameter [ff(O)I/] which occurs in

BCS expression for the energy gap

Ao : 2(ha) ",exp[- 1/,n/(0)Y]. (2.r)

The system considered is that of two thin metallic films in contact over

the plane z : 0. One side is a superconductor with thickness Ds and the other

side is a normal metal with thickness D¡¡. The electron-electron interaction is

then a function of momentum, relative coordinate r and the absolute position

of the two electrons in the z direction, 11 and ï2:

(2.2)

Due to the electron-electron interaction there is a nonzero matrix element 7¡,¿,

for scattering from a two-electron state lc to lc'. This element, summed over

all k' and averaged over k in the interaction region, yields l¡/(0)y]", in (2.1),

which determines the energy gap and the transition temperature. This average

will be increased if the eiectron normalization volume is increased while the

electron-electron interaction acts over only a part of the volume. This results in

a decrease of the transition temperature of the superconductor in contact with

v(r,lc, ):{u 
if 11 <oand 12 1o

|.0 iÎ q] 0orz2>0
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a normal metal. The same argument implies that for a normal metal in contact

with a superconductor, the normal metal can become a superconductor[3].

A simple case is two metals in perfect contact with the same Fermi energy

and the same effective mass, with [.^/(0)I/] in the normal metal being zero and

Ds and D¡¿ much less than the coherence length {. In such a situation, we

have:

[¡/(o)y]"/r : o3 
^[¡/(o)y]s,

(2.3 )

where [¡/(0)y]s is the interaction constant for a superconductor and [,n/(0)V]"¡¡
is that for the two films in contact. The limit Ds,D¡v < ( i. called the Cooper

limi't. D:ue to the exponential dependence of the energy gap on ¡/(0)y, under

the above conditions even the thinnest films of a normal metal would produce

a drastic alteration of the energy gap in a thin superconducting film. The

transition temperature 7" for the film complex can be obtained from

T. : 1.140¿ exp{ - [1/(o) y];'/ ], (2.4)

where dp is Debye temperature.

However, in an experimental condition, there always exists a barrier be-

tween the contact metals, which will tend to separate the two materials. The

causes couid be an oxygen layer or any mechanical barrier or separation.

Therefore, the actual reduction factor would have the form:

Ds I 7Dw'
(2.5)

with 0 > P S 1 and B is a parameter characterizing the barrier between the

films.

The effective penetration of electrons from one region to another is limited

among other things by the electron mean free path; the further the supercon-
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ducting electrons penetrate into the normal area the smaller the energy gap

will be.

2.2 Ðe Ger¡rles-lMertharmen Vloden

The assumption for the system is that the electrons are coupled by a point

interaction -7(r;)á(r ¿-r¡). The I/(r) are not the same in the N and S regions.

In the S regions, v : vs is positive and attractive. In the N regions, v : vu

may be of either sign, depending on a delicate balance between the Coulomb

repulsion and the phonon-induced attraction.

To derive the Fermi-type excitations, the one-electron operator

be written:

a,þL . p2i#?) : l#+uQ)lg*(r) -v(r) x l,ri(') ,ptrØ,po?).
p

(2.6)

Here, a and p are spin indices; the origin of energies is at the Fermi level, and

U is the one electron potential with different values in both metals which also

includes the effect of impurities and boundaries. The linearization of the last

term of (2.6) is

w,ùf,lto U),þ B?) -- w þþI o)t tr ?)),t, p îl. (2.7)

The bracket denotes a thermai average. The only non-vanishing terms in (z.T)

come from

v (,)þþÏ("),il(")) : -v (,)tølf"løT (")) : at("), (2.8)

where A(r) is called the pair potential. We now look for eigenmodes of the

linearized equation of the form

g 
¡ (rt)lu,(r ) "- 

ot.t -r n, + r! 1r¡ 
"¿ 

E.',y 
n lf ,

,./11"¡ 
"u'
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,þ írt) : D[u,(r) "- 
t 

".' -t n r - uf çr¡ 
"o 

u 
^' 1 ."r],,

Eu : [(I l2m)p2 + U (r)]u* Au,

Eu : -l(1 lzm)p, + uçr¡1r* Atz.

(2.eb)

lr
where lln,p are new fermion operators [lln*,]: 6,,.^6¡,o and the excitation

energy En is restricted to positive values. z and u are the eigenfunctions of

the following system of equations:

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

To solve for the z's and o's, we must write down the self- consistency require-

ment obtained from Equations (2.8) and (2.9). Due to the Fermi function

f @.) : IIJ t exp(E*fT)1, the average in (2.8) gives

A(r) : tz(r)({1(r)úr(')) : v(,) t Ð rj(r)2,"(r)[1 - zf (E*)]. (2.11)

To ensure the convergence of this "iution, we cut off the interaction V

when the excitation energy e," is higher than ø¿, the local Debye frequency,

in agreement with the original BCS procedure.

The pair potential A(r) will be spatially dependent for these systems. This

dependence has a important consequence: the eigenfunctions u,(r), u,(r) of

Equation (2.10) are not simply proportional to the one electron \¡/ave function

in the normal state u.r,, i.e., the electron pairing is not obtained by pairing

one electron in a state u.r,, and another in the time- reversed state to,, which

only holds when A(r) may be taken as independent of r, as in an infinite, pure

metal or homogeneous alloy.

The pair potential a(r) is a natural "order parameter" for the inhomoge-

neous systems. We use the "condensation amplitude" F("), which is defined
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by

F'(r) : (úr(")úr(')). (2.12)

F(r) is the probability amplitude of finding two electrons in the condensed

state at point r. It is also called Lhe Cooper pair amplitude.

If we assume that the transition temperature T, of the N-S layer cor-

responds to a second-order transition, as is indeed observed in most cases,

then for T : T. the F(r) are small everywhere and are ruled by the linear

self- consistency equation.

The method of determination of the pair potential A(ø) for a layered

structure is to guess a shape of A(r), solve the eigenfunction of (2.10) for this

potential, insert the solution ulv in the self-consistency requirement (2.11),

and obtain the new value for A(z), and iterate the process. In order to have a

simpler situation, we shall restrict our attention to the vicinity of the transition

point of the layered system and assume that the superconducting transition is

always of second order. When this is true, the pair potentiat A is small at all

points in space when the temperature is close to the transition point. Then

(2.10) can be treated as a perturbation in the eigenvalue equation, and the

self- consistency condition (2.11) becomes a linear integral equation for A

This equation can be written as

A(") (2.13)

The kernel is

I{(r,r'): ¡'¡(0)y(r)[ln(1.1aá plT")63(r - "') - X(r - r')],

: | #r,L(r,)Ir(r, r,).

(zn)-" I a"k"ok'x-'(e'k'),
with

x(r) :

.)J



where áp is Debye temperature. We then transform the linear integral equation

into a differential form

(2.14)

where €r : # is a temperature dependent coherence length and D :

|u¡l is the diffusion coefficient. The function ¡ can be expressed in term

of the digamma function as y(Z) : ,þ(+ + +Z) - ,þ(+). Equation (2.L4)

is a Schrödinger like equation, and therefore we are able to make a direct

mathematical model which corresponds to the quantum motion of a particle

of energy E in a potential U(r).

A simple case is a N-S sandwich layered structure with appropriate bound-

ary conditions in the Cooper limit, D¡v, Ds ( 6. One can find for this situation

xetîv,)a(r) : r"tfll{"),

+=r+(l)eå)t-',
where 7"" i [(r) is the bulk transition temperature defined by

Fr(o)rz(r)l-': nf#?)
Note the comparison with Cooper's formula

T" 
- ,7 '740 n ,-D ¡¡ lD s

T"r- t 7"" )

(2.r5)

(2.16)

(2.r7)

Due to the fact that the theory agrees with many experimental results, this

method is extensively used to investigate properties of the proximity effect.

2"3 }yÏcMillan Tu.rxneling lrlodel

The idea of this model is to imagine that there is a potential barrier separat-

ing the superconductor and normal metal (S-N sandwich structure) and treat
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tunneling through this barrier by the tunneling method. The assumptions of

this model are: (1). the film of superconductor S of thickness ¿s is separated

by a potential barrier from ihe film of normal metal N of thickr€ss d¡¡. (z).

The tunneling Hamiltonian describes the penetration of electrons through the

barrier. This restricts the transmission probabitity of the barrier to be much

less that one. (3). The tunneling matrix eiements Tnn, ãtr-, equal in magnitude

between every state þn in S and every state þn, in N, and there are no momen-

tum conservation selection rules to restrict the magnitudes of Tnn,. The equal

magnitude of Tnn, also implies that the relaxation time r¡¡ for tunneling from

N to S is the same for each state ó'"i" N. (4). Both N and S layers are thin
compared with the characteristic super.conducting length so that the proper-

ties of each film are uniform across their thickness. This characteristic length

is energy dependent, being Izupl2E at energy E in N, and must be much less

than the usual coherence length - h.uelLL. (5). The ratio of the mean free

path to the film thickness remains constant and r 1 [16] .

The Hamiltonian for the sandwich is the sum of the Hamiltonians for the

N and S slabs and the tunneling Hamiltonian, which can be written as

H:HNIHslHr, (2.18)

where

Hr : ÐT.n,çcl*c1., + cl-,,c r-^) + H.r.
n'nl

The electron-phonon interaction and the tunneling Hamiltonian is treated in

second-order, self-consistent perturbation theory. The principal results of this

model are as follows.

(1). There exists an energy gap in the excitation spectrum a - h,lrw.
r¡¡ is the average time that an electron spends in the normal metal before

(2.1e)
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penetrating the barrier and escaping to the superconductor layer, and r¡¡ -
L¡¡f upo. Here, tr¡¡ denotes the average electlon path length between collisions

with the barrier, ø is the barrier penetr-ation probabilit¡ and u¡ is the Fermi

velocity.

(2). The electronic density of states qualitatively agrees with experimental

results. One finds

E
¡ús,¡r(E) : Re{tç,2 _

LD vå,N(E)11/2 r'Ì (2.20)

where Vs¡v(E) are the self-energies.

(3). The study of the self-consistency of the BCS potential with a finite

pairing interaction in the normal layer shows an enhanced contribution to the

measured energy gap, which provides an experimental probe of the paring

interaction.

(a). Due to the theory being linear at the transition temperature, we can

express the transition temperature 7" in terms of the thickness and the bulk

density of states. The transition temperature can be determined by

(2.21)

where t/ is the digamma function and [" denotes the transition temperature

of the bulk superconductor, which satisfies

r:^" ['"t E dE
- Jo 'nh(r^)E'

Two limits are of interest. One is the situation for large f, which by using

,þ(*) - ln(r) for large r results in

(7""r f 211)rs/riv,

r"r?l : rTl bþe;*tl2rr") -',t,ef,n,

T"

7."
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where f : fs * f¡¡, fs/f¡¡ : ø¡¿I/¡¡(0)/ø51/5(0), ø¡¡ and as are the thick-

nesses of the normal and superconductor layer, ¡/¡r(0) and //s(0) are the bulk

density of states of the normal metal and the superconductor, and 7:1.781.
Another iimit of interest is the Cooper limit of thin films, which gives

T^

t- (7""rfL1a")r'lr',

where ø" is the cutoff frequency.

(2.23)
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üåaap6er ffi

$åxagåe K,æyer

In this chapter, we introduce a different approach with regard to self-consistency

of the pair amplitude. We start with the simplest system, which is a super-

conducting thin film surrounded by a normal metal. The approach gives the

soiution of the temperature and thickness dependence of the gap parameter,

which is obtained by solving the gap equation from the self-consistency condi-

tion imposed on the pair amplitude. The approach provides a general method

for the self-consistent solution of the Bogoliubov equations in this particu-

lar geometry and will be applied to the infinite superlattice and to the finite

superlattice systems.

T'he Enengy Ðigenstates

The system consists of a clean superconducting film with thickness 2a sur-

rounded by a clean normal metal. The coordinates we choose for such a

system are such that the superconductor occupies the region Ir l< ¿ and the

normal region at I r l> a. Figure 5.1 shows the system. The Hamiltonian for
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Figure 5.1: Single superconductor layer

such a system can be written as

11 : o[1 - ([lln,+ ol(;) - lH,.

The operator ,Éfi refers to the superconductor and the operator in the

metal is represented by H2, with H¿,'i :1,2, defined by

un : I d.3rgt(r)e¿(-iv)ú(") - U I o",,t l(-),./T(r)r/1(r)r/1(r),

where ,þ"(r) is the second quantized electron field operator and

e¿(-iV) : -Y -,
ZTTI¿

The coefficients I{ are the phonon induced BCS interaction, and are given by

(1.1)

normal

(r.2)

and

In the mean field

H¿

V:V

Vz:0'

approximation, Equation (1.2) can be expressed

: U la', lF(,)t, * ldlr{l(r)e¿(-iv)/(r)
U I a",r1*)[,þír),þ¡(r) +,rÍ(.)øf 1";1
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The term F(z) is the real spatially dependent pair amplitude F(r), and is

given by

F(r) : F(r): -(rþ¡(")rþír)). (1.4)

F(r) car_ be obtained by using the quasiparticle creation operators of und ói

which operate on the ground state | 0). In terms of the Nambu doublet

from

is

,\ (*r@ì
d(r) :[*Ti"l 

l' (1'5)

Equation (1.3) we obtain the fleld equations: for I z l< ø, the equation

Lt* -e1(-iv)r3 * v F (r)r1lþ(r,t) : s,

and for I , l> o;

(1.6)

(1.7)
..4
lrA - e2(-iV)rsló(r,f) : 0,

where r¿ ãîa the Pauli matrices and /(r,t) - ¿-;atóG)"orr.The system can

now be quantized by imposing the equal time anticommutator

{ó(r,t), ól e',ú)} : á(r - r'). (i.8)

Due to the condition of continuity of the current across the interfaces of the

superconductor and normal metal, the boundary condition for Equations (1.6)

and (1.7) in general are given by

rþ(r,t) 
I l"l=o_a: ó(r,t) ll"l=o10,

tYþ(r,ú) l¡"¡="_a: Vó(r,t) l¡,¡=o10, (1.9)

where rt : mzlrnl and6 -- 0*. For convenience we set the transmission

and reflection coefficients I : r :1 and assume fi'I1 : m2. Ilnder the given
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condition (1.9),'vue can solve Equations (1.6) and (t.7) by writing the field

operator ó(r,t) as a sum of positive and negative frequency terms:

ó(r,t) : -+ i Iou Iart¡utùçn,,r,r)a(i\(E,t)e-ì@t-t.o¡(2")" "]J J

+ u(i)(E,t,x)bØt (E,l¡ei@t-t.o)1, (1.10)

where E ) 0, l: (kr,k,), and p: (y,z). The index i: I,...,4 represents

the four linearly independent solutions which will be obtained from Equations

(1.7) and (1.8). The wave functions z(i) and u(t) satisfy

{E - ?## . # - Ftlr3 ¡ v F(r)r1¡u(;)ç8,t, r) : s

and

1d2 12

{-E - t- r*rh + zn; - plrz *VF(r)r1}u?)(E,,l,r) :0 (1.11)

for I z l< a, where 12 : l. I : kl + kl,, anð,

{E -;f-L + t',
L 2m2d,az ' 2,,112- 

pz]rslu(n)(E,l,r) : 0

and

{-E - r}- 
-L 

+ -!',, 2m2d,x,2 
, zrn2- uzlrcju(o)(E,L,r) :0 (1.12)

forløl>0.
The normalization condition are

ll^a"oru(ø, 
t, r)u(i) (8.,t, x) : 2r6¿¡6(E - E'),

l* a*rtol (8,1, r)u(i)(8,1, r) : 216;¡6(E - E'),

t: dru(E,, l, r)uU) (8, l, r) - g.

and

+1

( 1.13)



The anticommutation relation implies

{ü(i)(E,D,aØ(n,,t¡l¡: er)36r¡6(E - ø,)ó(t - l,)

and

7UØ1n,\,tu)çø,/)tÌ : Qr)s6ij6(E -,Ð')ó(l - l'), (1.14)

with all other anticommutators vanishing. Now, the boundary conditions for

the wave functions are

l¡,¡=o-s: ,Ø(8,1, r) lpl=o+s,

ll,l=o-o: Du) (E ,1, æ) 11,¡="+t,

, du1)(E,l,r),
lløl=ø-o: d, l¡'¡=oa6'

and
duu)(E,t,x) ,. _ 4!o)@,t,r) t

d" lløl=a-6: d, ll¿l:a+¡.

Therefore, given a solution uu)(E,l,r) to Equations (1.10) and (1.11) satisfy-

ing the appropriate normalization and boundary conditions, we can write the

corresponding solution uØ(8,/, r), which also satisfies the normalization and

boundary conditions by using

,Ø (E ,1, r) : ,(;) ç- E,l, r).

In order to find the solution of Equation (1.i0), we introduce the approxima-

tion for the pair amplitude which in the domain of the thin film is homoge-

neous:

V F(r): A(r) (1.15)

for I r l< ø. Under this assumption, Equation (1.12) can be solved exactly and

the pair amplitude F(r) can be evaluated as a function of the order parameter

uØ (8,1, r)

uØ 78,1, ,¡
duØ (8,1., r)

dr
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a("). The order parameter is determined self-consistently by requiring

A(z) : 
#, l:"Fþ,L)dr. (1.16)

Assuming that both superconducting and normal metal have the same

parameters m and k¡, and also that the transmission and reflection coefficient

are unity, we can write the Bogoliubov Equation (1.10) as

{E + ht# + q2l+a(ø)1 }u(E,t,r) - o,

with

í n _'a<r<a,
A(z) : {

|.0 r1-aorr>cr
and q2 : k'F - &3 + kl). Let us define

u(E,l, t) : ç(8, l, r)e'q',

by which the equation becomes

{E + #t# * z¿q*l i L(r)r1}ç(E,t, r) - o.

I1 g(E,l,r) is smooth on the atomic scale, we can drop the second

term in the above equation, and obtain

{E +;33 * a(r)1} e(E,l,u ) : o.

The general solution of the equation can be written as

(1.1 7)

(i.18)

derivative

(1.1e)

ç+(8,r,", : 

{

B+ i;]"'-."'lll
f 
';'1"*'.,r 

I

^-ikrc forlrl>a,

ól
| "-'o" for I r l< a,,r*tj 

1r.ro¡

A¡
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where 7 : (1 - 62)1/2 and á : - LlE. Detailed information on solving this

equation can be found in Ref.[22]. Being able to find the pair amplitude F(z),
r¡/e no\M turn to evaluate the self-consistent gap equation.

2 T'&ee Pain ,&ampnitude and the Self:Corasistent

Gap Equatiore

In this section we use the eigenfunctions just derived to evaluate the pair

amplitude F(z) and determine the self- consistent gap Bquation (1.16). The

pair amplitude may be obtained from

F (x) : - (,þ¡(Ò,þ t(')) : - (ó(r)ót (r))rz,

where the subscript "r2" refers to the 1-2 component of the matrix formed

from outer product of /(r) with /t(r). The angular bracket denote a thermal

average.

The pair amplitude can be written
q ,r¿dE t d2l r /;r,_, . ¡¡^.r._ - .ß8.F(x) : -F_- J, 

^ 
I øæluØ(8,t, 

r)nu)18,t, r)ltz x tanh(Ç). Q'zr)

In principle, it is possible to consider the general case and calculate the pair

amplitude from (2.2I) by using the eigenfunction u. Bxcept in certain limiting

cases, the resultant solutions are fairly complicated so that only a numerical

analysis is possible. One limiting case of fi71 : rr1.2 - n-1, r : I : 1 and

þt : þz : ¡; provides a relatively simple solution. It is hoped that small

departures from these limits would introduce small quantitative corrections to

the results, so that a relatively good qualitative analysis should be obtained.
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Some manipulation of (2.21) gives for the pair amplitude F(t), forl z l< ø,

F(r\ - ?A 
¡on' on l, ffl - îWffilt*'çff¡, (2-22)\ / 2tr2)

and from the self-consistency gap requirement (1.16), the gap equation for the

case u 1 -cL,

fo dE [r, dq_, 1 
1¡1 _sinlpa, , , ,08

vN@): Jo E J" kFLr 4, æs\zpùl\r - -ù)tanh(f )' (2'23)

where ¡'/(0) : mkpfZtr2 is the density of states at the Fermi surface of the

normal metal for one spin projection.

S T'hicl<ness Ðependence of the Tþansítion Tem-

perature
'We 

now calculate the dependence of the transition temperature [(a) on the

thickness of the fi1m. In the limit O --+ 0, Eq.(2.22) simplifies considerably and

it is possible to obtain analytical results as ? -+ 0 as well as the asymptotic

form of T"(a) as ø -' oo. Considering the timit A --+ 0, the gap equation

becomes

1 :7rl(0) 
I"'" #t^ nçff¡ 

lor" 
on, -Ú/;,, e.24)

where lt : mElq. Equation (3.24) determines the transition temperature

T.(a) for a given thickness of film, ø. First let us define

r(u): ! [' + [r' d.q[r - ""110")]. (3.2b)\ / 
lcp Jo E, Jo -r L^ 4ka

Assuming that T.(a) K a¿, and integrating (2.26) by parts, we get

1 : 71ü(0 ){I(ro) - P, 
lr* 

rtal(a) "ort'-'1ff7¡.
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The first term in Equation (3.26) represents the zero temperature contribution

to the gap function, and the second term contains the thermal corrections. The

function /(co) may be calculated to give

I(u) :1(Af^¿),

where

1\:2lcpa,

Q:alEr,, (3.27)

and 1(ø) is given by

I(r) :1" *ln . +;t 
" 

- cos r -2Ci(r) - xsi(n)]. (8.28)

Ci(r) and ,9i(z) are the Cosine and Sine integrals, details of which are given

in Appendix A, and 7" is Buler's constant. In the limit z --+ oo and z --+ 0,

we can obtain the following approximations:

and

We next define the critical thickness ø" as the thickness below which

possible to maintain the superconducting state at any temperature,

This can be determined

I(r) :I(^"f-¿d), with ø¿

using (3.29), in the limit

,!* ¡(t) : 1" llnr * o(1 l r),

I'i¡: ff + oþ,).

T"(ct.) : g.

from the gap function by setting 7

the Debye frequency. Assuming that

T :0 we obtain

T ,TF,
O^ : 

-, 
-),

" rkp'T.

(3.2e)

(3.30)

it is not

: 0, for which

4"0¿ ) 1, and
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where Tp: Erlke denotes the Fermi temperature and f is the bulk super-

conductor transition temperature. This result can be written in terms of the

coherence length
Te IE

o": 
Z-{o = 0.882(6, (3.32)

where (o: urlrAo and A6 is the bulk zero temperature gap.

In the finite temperature case, using (3.3s) for ø", one can obtain the

function for f(ø) from (3.32)

l"tli : : [* artçr¡.o.h-, å, (s.38)rA", 2r" Jo ---- \-/ ----- 2r"

where

n _ /\7"(") _ L T"(a)!
Tp -^" T.7r

There are two limiting cases of interest.

(1). In the limit r" K I, by using (3.30), we obtain

:s49-*îr,(3) (834)a+ac 'l'" ln2 A , e,"'

Expanding the above equation around af a":1, we find

n.T -(i-1)# xr.aa3(¿-rl. (s.35)

(2). In the limit r" Þ 7, we have

limg -n' 
T"

-;6 ac 16 T"(ø)ln(T"lT"(a)' (3'36)

Expending around T"lT"(a): 1 to first order results in

TJa) . 12 1 0.617Iråä - 1- ß;/"r 1- C/;J (s.s7)

Such results can be compared with Zaitsev's results obtained using the Ginzburg-

Landau theory [22]. Figure 5.2 shows the dependence of the critical tempera-

ture on film thickness.
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Now we write the equation governing the transition temperature in a more

general form. The gap function of Eq. (3.24) can be rewritten as

1 - y¡l(o) 
l"'" # lor' 

on, -"t\!:,r,
+ y¡l(o) 

l,'" #ft"ù,(ry) - rl l, d,qtr -"t\ir:r, (8.88)

Assuming T¿ Þ T"(o), we extend the limit on the E integral in the second

term of this equation to oo, and find the resulting equivalent equations:

ntføt: #+f, l,* atç

- 
1i2rr tr"t 

,- ¿) tt - .i"("r"Ðl

-þlhtanh(Ç).

(3.3e)t"(i):

which can be written as

where

E
ll

Ez _ L2 cos2 (2pa)L
_ sin(4p¿) 

ltu,'l.,(ÊE4pa '2)'
(3.41)

|,"h, -, lo' 
at{t

1 _7 ïo, rkp

y¡r(o) tcp lo JE Jo dq

(3.40)

The equations generated in this manner lead to the same asymptotic limits,

(3.34) and (3.36), as was used earlier to derive them. The numerical equiva-

lence of handing the cutoff dependence in this manner will be useful to evaluate

the gap equation with a finite order parameter A.

One interesting property is the thickness dependence of the gap, A(").

Setting T :0, the gap function (2.24) giveß

(3.42)
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and the functions Gr(oo), Gr(uo) are defined as

G,(oo) : 
lo*0, l^:"#ffil-Yl,

G'(no) : 
lo' 

oo l^:,#F#*rl -"tt;")'
(3.a3a)

(3.43b)

The upper limit of the integration is set to oo due to the large ratio E¿lLs(a).

Numericai solution of (3.a2) provides the behavior of the thickness dependence

of the zero temperature gap; for details, see Ref.[22].
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C&aap6er 6

K'he $*peråa6&åce

In this chapter, following the line of approach introduced in the last chapter, we

present the caiculation of the critical temperature for- an infinite superlattice

system with incorporates explicitly its inherent Bloch natur-e. A comparison

can be made with other bilayer approximations, which indicates the most

notable differences among the approaches arise in the Cooper limit of thin

films.

L Ðeffinitior¿ of the Supencor¡ducting Super-

lattice

The system we study consists of clean alternating layer in the z direction of

two different superconductors. We assume that the Fermi velocity, effective

masses and Debye temperatures are identical in both layers. The thickness

of superconductor 1 is denoted by ø1 and that of 2 by a2. Figure 6.1 shows

the basic superlattice system. The general method we apply to the system is

based on the Bogoliubov equations using a step function approximation for
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the pair amplitude, the height of the

minimization of the free energy of the

that used in the single film geometry.

where

Figure 6.1: The Superlattice System

The Hamiltonian for the system can be written as

H: la",sq"¡lF(r)|,
+ | a",61Q)lelzm)v'- plhö(r)

- | a",s ç*) F(r)ól O),,ó(,),

ó(,): / ø,r'l \
(, *,r,1 / '

F(r) : F. (r) : - (rþ¡(r)rþ ilr),)

amplitude then being determined by a

system. This technique is analogous to

(1.1)

and g(z) is the spatially inhomogeneous BCS coupling constant. The pair

potential defined as A(r) : g(r)F(r) results from the equation of motion for

the wave function u(E,r):
.d

LE +i(ql*)n** L(r)rlu(E,r): s, (1.2)

q : Jk'F - k? - k3, ko and k" being the momentum in the y and z direction.

We assume that g(r) is the bulk value gt or gz in the respective regions. The

step function approximations for the pair potential are

. f n, in,s1
A(z) : {

I A, in^92

s1 s2 s1 s2 ,91 s2
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The parameters 41, A2

of the system:

which can be written as

are determined by a minimization

,aH. aH
1 --- \ - r --- ) - 0,,aA?, - \aL'

follows:

of the free energy

Ar : * I:",drs1F(r),

az: t 
["'drs2F(r).

o.2 JO

The general solution of Eq (1.2) can be written as:

,,t,r, : 

{

(i.4)

,, ( ' ;" ) 
eip,, *r, ( , j'r, ) 

e-ip,, in 
^er

o,(t *u,r,) 
einz, *r, ( , i r,) 

e-àpz, i,-, s,

(1.5)

Theparameters are defined as: fi : -F,.lo: \¡ 1, pi: lirnTlq,i: I,2.
The coeficients A;, B¿ are determined by the normalization condition

l* aru"lE',x)u(E,r):2tr6(E - E'), (1.6)

by continuity at the interface, and by the requirement of Bloch,s theorem

u(r) : eindu(r * d) for periodic systems, where d, : (\ f a2 is the lattice

period and g is the Bloch wavevector. For a nontrivial solution we have

cos(dq) : cos(ø1p1) cos(a2p2) - 11 - (I - 6L6r) l"t{tzl.sin(ø1p1) sin(ø2p2). (1.2)

These conditions serve to determine the unknown coefficients. Having done

so, we are able to evaluate the self- consistency equation.

E9
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2 Canculatior¡ øf T"(at,az)

Generally the self-consistency equations will be difficult to solve. In order to

calculate the thickness dependent transition temperature T"(or,,a2), we take

the limits that Ar and A2 approach zero, in which case (1.7) becomes cos(d,q) :
cos(dmU lq)' I" such a limit the gap equations also simplify and the transition

temperature is determined from

m(3) n(?) : h(gt-)[r(r p) - J(rp,rlr)]'AcI' 'Ctrc7 'Acl

+ n(?)vþ) - r(p,,)l'Qc2

[t (p) - J (p,r)]II(, p) - J (r p, I I r))

+ [J(p,,) - tç(p)]U(,p,IlÒ - I{(rp)1, (2.s)

where the parameters are defined as follows:

2 a1 T"(ay a2) &1P:;,rt T, ' ': a
and

a^1 :7 TP (r.^q: 1 Te
rkp 7"1) *cz 

rk1, T.2'
where [1 and 7"2 ãre the bulk critical temperature for 51 and .g2 and ø"1 and.

d.2 ã1ê the critical thickness at which the transition temperature vanishes. The

functions appearing in (2.8) are defined as

r(r) : f;n,n2 - r l,- 5r*?l ln[1 + exp(-22lr)),

J(r,y) - , Io* \ ,ir, z cotfz(r + y)l 1,, cosh(z f r),

I{(r) :;, 
lr* sin(22)Incosh(zf r). (2.s)

Note that if we consider the case !2:0, then (2.8) can be reduced to

r"(3) : h(p) - J(p,,). (2.10)'ücl'
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For infinite a2,lhe function J(p,r) vanishes, and an analysis of the other term

yields the solution T"(a"1): 0. From this one câ,n see that J(p,r) represents

coherence effects the other layers introduce to the single film geometry.

From Equations (2.8) and (2.g) the transition temperature can be ob-

tained for the cases of gz I 0 and 92 - 0. The results of the numerical

analysis for various values of bf b. can be found in Ref.[36].

Now we compa e the results with other bilayer approximations in the

Cooper limit. It is know that in this limit the de Gennes- Werthamer ap-

proaches are unable to completely account for the observed behavior of the

transition temperature [37, 38, 39]. The difference between the approaches can

readiiy be seen in the situation gz : 0. Under such a condition Wethamer,s

result, described in Chapter 4, becomes

(2.11)

and the result of de Gennes's is

T"(at,az) _ é+_)(ot/az). e.rz)T"t - \1.l4aa)

As we can see from these expressions, for a fixed ratio atlaz, as the thickness

ø1 tends to zero the critical temperature approaches a finite constant. On the

other hand, trq. (2.14) yields the result

T"(Lt,or) x ç!L¡@,/"ù. (2.18)T"t 'o"r'
This expression for frxed a1f a2 tends to zero as ø1 vanishes. This behavior is

the same as the McMillan model [40].

In the situation of two different superconductors (gr l0), taking the thin
film limit of (2.8) results in

ryP=r1 +T,;u,

T"(at, az) : ¡Te yr¡(at*oz)
T"t 'T"t' '
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valid for atlaa and a2f a"2 but not ror fr small. Again, this is the same

result as in the McMillan model, and differs with the de Gennes-Werthamer

approaches.

We can define an effective BCS coupling constant for the geometry as

(ft¡t", r : #,,rfi6t, + # q(#r,,, (2.r5)

where the subscripts "l"and "2" indicate s1 and ,gz bulk values: note that this
involves factors of llgN(0) rather than 9il(0) as cooper and de Gennes used

(see Chapter 4). Substituting (2.15) into the BCS expression for the critical
temperature gives

T"(ot, or) : 7.I4". ¿exp{ - [1 /gtl(0)]"y"¡], (2.16)

which is the same as (2.r4). one can readily see that this inverse cooper

argument highlights the similarities and differences between the Cooper, the

de Gennes- Werthamer approaches and the approach we employ.

A comparison with the McMillan model also can be made [s6], which is
favourable. This is surprising in light of the fact that in this method we assume

clean materials with ideal interfaces, while the McMillan model assumes dirty
materials with tunneling interfaces.

S lnffia'rite Super.conducting Supenlattåce

As a check on the methods we will later use for a finite superlattice, in this
section we consider an infinite superlattice as the limit of a finite system, and

compare the results with the last section.

The system we consider contains superconducting layers ,S2 alternating

with other superconducting layers ,S1. The width of each ,gz film is 2a. and
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that of .91 is 2b. The center film is ^92. The energy gâps in all 51 films are

the same and denoted by 41, and those in all .92 films the same as well, and

denoted by Ar. Figure 6.2 shown the geometry for the system. Let us first

consider a finite number of ^92 layers, ly', and then take the limit ,n/ ----¡ oo,

comparing these results with the infinite superlattice of the last section. As

before, we assume that all physical properties, such as Fermi velocity, effective

mass, etc., are the same in both superconducting layers.

-[(2n*1)a*2nb] (2n*1)a*2nb

s1
A

Figure 6.2: Infinite superlattice system

The basic equation for the problem is

lE + i(qlm¡"** a(e)z1lu (E,r) : s,

and the gap equation

Due to the parity

two parity states,

Then the soiution

e+@) :

ar: drglF(r), Az : ! l,o 
a,n,rç4.

s are

: t,"

(3.17)

(3.18)

into

>0.

symmetry ç(r) - rtg(-r), we can split the soiution

so that we only need to consider the solution for z

of Bq.(3.17) for this system will be

,. (' ;'' ) ",,,' 
x A*(, 

l'r, ) "-,,,"

B.( 7 *þ 
) ";,,r"-ar 

+c*( 62 
) "-,0,,"-r,-\ 62 ) \r*n)

tttlllt

& lt' I s'ls' ls,
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: D.(rt''tt)r,o,r"-zar +E*( 6t 
)"-;,,r"-za¡

\ ó1 ) -\r+n)

: ,. ( ' * t' I "ipz(x-rd) 
* 

"* 
( 62 '\ 

"-;',r,-ra¡\ 62 ) 
-\r+n)

::::

: ,. ( t* t' I "ipz(x-Nd) 
* ,* ( . 

u,' 
) ,-,0,r'-rr), 1r.ro¡'\ 62 )" -"-\r*h/

with l/ :2n *L, d,: o,+ b and the parameter" 6¡, p¿,7¿ defined as before.

The solutions for r 10 are obtain by

p+(-r): rnq+(æ)-

The coefficients in (3.18) are determined by applying the boundary conditions

and the normalization condition. Generally we can find

lB+1, : lc*1,

lD+1, : lE+1,

lF+1, : lG+1,
.::

lY* l, : I Z+ l, . (3.20)

Considering the general situation, we define the following coefficients:

sf ) : af)";"9>

TP : af) 
";'g>

FP : bf) 
";¡<'>

Gg) : bf) ";n<'t, (g.21)
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with j:0,1,2,3,...,n, Sf), {'') r"f".ring to,S1 and pf), Cf) referring to

.92. We find the following condition:

Sf):Tf):A*,

and the serles when jand the series terminates when j : ,. From Eq. (3.20), and applying the

boundary conditions to the general expression in terms of .gf) , Ty), {) .rd
Gl), on" can find

(,þ¡(r),þt@)), u'

the contribution of the center film to the pair amplitude,

2l A+l'(r +-yr)[ó, **#l
From the normalization requirement

(3.22)

(3.23)

we can find

Thus, we can express I A* l'in terms of the known parameter I ya 12. con-

sidering the case A --+ 0 and finding the amplituder I of) lr, I bg) l2 and the

phases coefficient /Í''), "f-) 
at A : 0, then I A+ l, can be written in term of

k, a, b and j. substitutinsl A+ l2 to the gap Equations (3.12), wefind in the

limit 1/ -) oo

ç"(r, E')ç(r, E)dr : 216(E - E'),

L4, 12- ?n i¿ +lqln0*n)'

: l,'" # Ioo' 
on, - W ".nh(ry)

+ , 
,î-1,* # l,r' ##{sin2kacotzkd

- frf - fr cos2tt4aj tanh(ry).

1

,¡r(0ù

+[1 (3.24)

One sees that the first term on the right hand side has been solved already in

the single film case, with the result ? * ln.Afl¿. For the remaining terms, we
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can shift E --+ qE lZma and do the g integration, and use

1

tFO:''t +lnÂ"f)¿'

where Â" : 2a"lcp : ?æ. The simultaneous gap equations then can be

obtained as

n(*¡"f*l : nçL¡gç,p,) - r(,p,,rlÒl

+ nç{¡gçp,) - r(p,,,)l

l,I (pr) - J (pr, r)lfl (r p1) - J (, pr, I l r)l

+ IJ(p',r) - I{(p1)][J(rpr,IlÒ * I((rp)), (8.2b)

with
2 a T"(a,b) bpt:;^ 

T, , ,:;.

The functions are defined as follows:

I(x) : )n*nz - r l"* 
Úr!94l h[1 1 exp(-22 I r)1,

J(r,ù - * 
Io* \ ,in' z cot[z(r + y)] ln cosh(z f r),

I{(r) : ;, Ir* sin(22)tncosh(z f r). (3.26)

We immediately see that Equation (3.25) is the same as Equation (2.8), with

the exchange of the indices a2 to ó and p to pt This indicates that in the

context of this method an infinite superconducting superlattice system can be

treated as the limit of a finite number of layers.
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C&aapÉer V

F-åsaåÉe 8*pes"åa6Éåce $ysÉerffi

The last application of the method is to a finite superlattice system which is

composed of alternating normal and superconducting layers. We consider a

clean superlattice with / > (("), where / is the mean free path and {(?) is

the temperature dependent coherence length. The method we use is the same

as before which is based on the Bogoliubov equations using a step function

approximation for ihe pair amplitude, the height of the amplitude determined

by a minimization of the free energy of the system:

t-9H,â[arrtlz):0,

where 4(i) ir the gap parameter of the jtà superconducting region.

The system is composed of layers of identical superconductors of width

2ø separated by layers of normal metal of width 2ó, while the end of the

system is a normal layer. Figure 7.1 shows the system. The S and N represent

the superconductor layers and the normal metal layers. The origin of the

system is at the center so that the system is symmetr-ic about the origin, and

because of parity, we only need to solve one side of the system (r > 0), The

coordinates we choose for each superconducting layers ale from (2"-r)a*2nb
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to (2n* 1)ø !Znb,with n : 0, 1,2,3... )TL - 1. If N represents the number of

superconducting layers, then l/: (2n * 1). The self- consistent gap equation

for the system is found by:

4(i): ! [(rn+r)" ,(*,L)d.r,
2a J pn_t¡o

where l¡(z) is the pair amplitude. We note that the gaps for each supercon-

ducting layer are different, and therefore we use the label j to indicate the gap

parameter for a particular layer. Now we set up and solve the gap equations

-[(2n+1)a+2nb] (2n*1)a*2nb

Figure 7.1: Finite Superlattice System

for this geometry using the self-consistency requirement stated before.

T'?re Self-Consïstent Gap Ðquatïore

For the system, we again assume that all physical properties such as the Fermi

velocity, the Debye temperature, etc., are the same for both metals, and the

transmission and reflection coefficients at the interfaces are unity. The equa-

tion of motion for g is

lE + i(qlml"* * L@)r1le(ø, r) : s, (1.1)

where
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and r¿ is the Pauli matrices. The solutions can be labeled by their parity f ,

where nç*(r) : rç*(-r). The solutions can thus be sprit into 2 parity

states. Generally, the solutions of the Equation (1.1) in both superconducting

regions and normal regions can be written as

çf)@) : o*( t

\
-ipr

:*(

á(o) I 
"+ ^,t@ )

"-ik(r-d)
çÍ)þ)

çf)@)

,pf) @) :

eik(r-d) t C+

xW+

ó(t)

1 + 7(r)

-ik(x-zd)

ó(r)

7+\2)

"-;p(t-2d)

"-ip(r-tod)

".(

"(

".(

e

(,

:)

:E*

:)

:I*

+

(

+

:A=

.(

zd) 
:

'-(

4d.) .

;t :t

c=

:G

xpr

+

ip(,

+

ip(,(r,

e

)

e

r)

e
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-3d)
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)

',"-
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(0)

ik(
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::j
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The solutions for r 10 are obtained by

e+er) --+ Inç¡(r).

The coefficients in Equation (1.2) are determined by continuity at the inter-

face and the normalization condition. Applying such conditions, the following

relations between the coefficients can be obtained:

I B+ l':l

I D+ l':l

and

I Y+ 12:l Z+ 12

For the last normal layer, we find

C*l

E+l

dr p" (E' , *)V(8, r) : 2n6(E - E')

: ,"#uY* l, -r I zr 1116@ - E,)

t rl t2 rTL

lr+ I : ,lrl (1.3)

The equation in the superconducting regions can be written in general as

*ti)þ) : s. ( 1 + 7u) 
) e;or"-ziar *r*( 

" 
u,, 

\ "-,,o-,,0,, (1.4)-\ 6, ) --\r+.tu)/
where j : 0,r,2,3,. . . represents the layers from the center to the last film on

the right side of the system. The total number of layers of the system then is

N :2j * i. The S+, ?+ in Equation (1.a) are the coefficients for any layer and
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according to the relation between the coefficients we have ,9¡ - Ti : s¡ei(2ind),

with d : ct * ó. In terms of the known last normal metal layer, we have

a lS* 12 {ltó(j) cos(2kat4jk,t)}:ly+12 +Bl S+ l, sin2kaÏU,r,, sin(4kj,d,),
jt 

(1.b)

where j': j +I, j *2,...)n'L are those layers to the right of the jth layer. In

Eq.(1.5), we have kept only terms to the first order in á1;¡. We then have

a I S+ l':1" t2 TnY+l': rlnl, (1.6)

and with the gap function given by

4(r)(r) : *, I dxF(r), (1.7)

where F(r) : -þl@)ç(r))n, the subscripts indicating the matrix compo-

nents, we find

4(j) : t 
[otn'-":,'t^o [ptùt rrpØ]ctr: 8 I ,s+ l, 16r¡ *"# cos@jkd,)1.2alp¡_t¡o¡z¡t,, , " "r"-r L"(r,- 

(1.g)

Due to the fact that A(z) is assumed to be small, we can neglect higher order

terms in A.

The gap function can be obtained by substituting Bq.(1.b) into Bq. (1.8)

and using some trigonometric identities. After some manipulation we get

#o : l,'" # *nh(B' lz) lou' #u, - ffl
sin(ka , sin87frd sin2(4jkd I2ka)
8k" = 8Æo - BÆ"

2 sin2 2ka N-1

ñf cos( jkd) Ð A(''l sin( j'kd,)j,
jt

+

+ (1 e)

of thewhere ¡/(0) : mkpf2rz is the density of states at the Fermi surface

normal metal for one spin projection, and g is the coupling constant.
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For the single film case, we have j : 0 - j' and N -- 2j * 1 : 1, and so

Equation (1.9) reduces to:

9^(o) 
:¿ 

Ttann(p , ,Jo kp,, 4k" )l'
This is consistent with ihe single film calcuiation given in Chapter 5.

We can now determine some properties of the system by solving this self-

consistent gap function.

2 Ðetenraeination of Sorne Fnoper.ties

In this section we solve the self-consistent gap Equation (1.9) and determine

some properties of the system. Specifically, we shall calculate the reduced

thickness af a. at zero temperature, then investigate the reduced transition

temperature, and finally we analyze the behavior of the gap parameters at

zero temperature.

2"L Calculatíon af af a" at 7 - 0

One of the properties for such system is the reduced critical width below which

superconductivity is destroyed at zero temperature. This width is a function

of the normal metal width ó and the number of layers. As we shall see the be-

haviour of this width becomes an important factor in determining the validity

of the approximation A0¿ ) 1, which simplifies significantly the calculations.

In this section we present the calculation of the reduced dependence of thick-

ness af a" at zero temperature.

First let us define a function as

, 1 p dÐt fk¡, sin4i(;¿tlr) : k, J" dE, J, dq(r - -*;)
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, sin4ka , sin Sjkd sin?(4jkd * 2ka)
' 9l,a ' 9ka Eka

2 sinz 2ka N-1
+ ñf cos@jkd) I nt,'l sin(4j'kd), (2.10)

j'

so that after integrating (i.9) by parts, the gap function can be rewritten as

#O :[@¿) - t l,* duI(a),o,r',-'çff¡1. (2.1i)

In this equation, the first term 1(a.'¿) represents the contribution to the gap

function at T :0, with the other term containing the thermal contribution to

the system. To calcuiate the dependence of the thickness at zero temperature,

we only need to consider the first term of Bq. (z.rr). The function 1(a.,¿) is

given by

I(ro): 1(z\f)¿),

where

l\ :2kpa, eo : !,LF

which have been defined in previous Chapters. If we consider the j : ¡¿

equation in (2.10), we have, *i1þ 4(j) --t g,

I(r) :7" * ln r t J(r), (2.12)

where the function J(r) is defined as follows:

J(*) : f;nçr*+ 1) + aln(1 + rl2a)

+ ifY - cos(z) - zci(r) - rsi(r)l
1 -sin 2z

tL 2, - cos(2r) - 2Ci(2r) - zrSi(2r)l
a -sin(o,r
;l 

^, 
- cos(4oz) - 2Ci(4ar) - aarsi(aar)l

+ !tao+z[I-{19-+2lzt\ + LG" + z); - cos(4a *2)r
2Ci(aa -t 2)r - (a" i 2)rSi(aa + 2)rlj, (2.13)
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where d : i(*) : i(I
integrals. This solution

function becomes

+

is

ä) and Ci(r) and .9i(u) are the Cosine and Sine

the exact solution of trq. (2.10). For large e, the

,lg* ¡(r) = Lrnçzo+ 1) + aln(1 + llza)+ o(å)

For z -+ 0 the function I(r) can be approximated as

liq /(r) = lr! * 2c) i o(x2).
3:+U 4

sition temperature.

Assuming that z\"fl¿ ) 1, with l\":2kra", we then solve

1 : ^t" * ln(z\."f|¿)s¡l(O) '

(2.14)

Defining the critical thickness for a single superconductor layer, ø", below

which the superconducting state no longer exists at any temperature, T"(a.) -
0, we have

I ,TF,
"': n¡rr(fi)'' (2'16)

where Tp : Ep lkn is the Fermi temperatu te. ac also can be written in terms

of the coherence length as

ø. = 0.882{s.

This critical thickness ø" will be used as a length scale, so that theratio bf a,

the width of normal layer and the width of superconductor layer can be written

as bf a. and af a". It is also useful to write À0¿ in terms of af a":

^f)d: ?P:, Q.r7)T Lcac

where áp is the Debye temperature and ?" is the bulk superconducting tran-

(2.r5)
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and

#O :'t" tln(Á'rl¿) i J(z),

by which

n(*): -r(r),
where af a. ts the reduced critical thickness (i.e., the thickness below which

the superconducting layers become normal at T :0). This equation can be

solved numerically: note the solution is independent of the material. Figure 7.2

presents the relations between af a" and bf a" for various values of j at zerc

temperature. As we can see, either b f a. or j increasing causes a f a. lo decrease.

This bf a. and j dependent reduced critical width will be an important factor in

deciding on the validity of the approximation z\.Í-)¿ ) 1 in future calculations.

(2.1e)

(2.20)
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2"2 Calculatior¡ af T"(a,b,, j)

In order to determine the thickness dependence of the reduced critical temper-

ature above which the superconductors become normal, we return to Equation

(2.11). At finite temperature, we have to consider the second term of Equation

(2.11). With A(i) --+ 0, (2.11) together with (2.I2) gives

h(å) : -J(,) * L, 
l"* d,rJ(r)cosh-211¡ , e.zr)

where

r:Af)¿:2kpa(?):?"y' 'Ep' T a"T"

and

__4aT
r a"T"

Assuming that Âfl¿ ) 1, i.e. z ) 1, then the approximation for J(x) given in

Equation (2.14) can be used, so that the above equation can be written as

t"(i):-lf,nçzo*1) *aln(1 +rlza)l*L, I,* drJ(r)cosh-2q3¡ . e.z2)

After integration of the second term, the equation becomes

tn(9): lnlA) +L [- d,rG(r\.orh-,''''a"' '4' rJo \ / '(;)'' (2'23)

and using the expression for r, T"f T can be obtained as follows:

r"t*i : I l,* d,rGþ)cosh-2(3;, e.z4)

where the function G(x) is defined as:

G(,) : itY- cos(z) - 2ci(r) - rsi(z)l
l.sin2r
¡L n - cos(2r) - 2Ci(2r) - znSi(2r)l
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a -sin4cvr
;L 

^", 
- cos(4aø) - 2Ci(4ax) - aarsi(aaQl

, ! t9i 2'sin(4a * 2þ _ cos(4a * 2)r' Z\ 4 L 
@a * 2)r 

uvò\ru -

2C i(aa * 2)r - (ao * 2)r Si(4a + z)zl). (2.25)

Integrating this equation,

3r
76r

+

J
I

we obtain T f T" as function of j , bf a", and af a" as

m(ä) : 1 t"-
, J, dAQ

I l,* ort,

i I,* o'(t
4a*2 [æ

8J,

- lllntanh(T)y'+

-þlhtanh(ff)

- þllntanh(nrcy)
d.y(r - þl 

r" tanhlþ (+o + 2)1. (2.26)

The detailed evaluation of the above expression can be found in Appendix B.

Numerically evaluating this equation gives results for values of T f T" vs. n f a"

as bf a" and j vary. Figures 7.3 and 7 .4 show typical curves of T f T" for various

bf a. and various layers. From both curves, we note that as bf a" andj increase

af a" decreases as T -> 0. This behavior is unusual , as we expect that for

large b the superconducting layers would decouple and hence reduce to the

single layer case, for which we expect o,: ac. Note also that for TfT. > 0.8

the result approaches the bulk limit for allbf a" and j values, as expected.
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2"3 T.he Eehavíon of T.he Enengy Gaps

We now turn our attention to the behavior of the gap parameters. In particu-

lar, we consider zero temperature and determine the thickness dependence of

the gap parameter ratios

a(i)

This is of interest because the results can be used to examine the reasonabil-

ity of the method. In principle, the gap parametel A(z) : VF(r) is spa-

tially dependent, where F(r): -(rþ¡(r)rþt(z)) is the pair amplitude, rþ¡(r)

and r/1(z) are the bounded pair electron wave. By the proximity effect, the

leaked electron pairs could interact with other electron pairs which leak from

other superconducting regions, and so in the central regions of the system,

the electron-electron coupling is expected to be stronger than in those regions

away from the center. From this we expect the gaps at the central regions to

be larger than in the other regions, and subsequently decrease away from the

central layer.

To calculate this behavior, \Me go back to Equation (1.9) and take into

account the terms involving the gap parameters:

^ 
(i)

Ãi"= and

I ou l rr Çr#ry cos(2 ay) sin(2By),

N-l n (r')

F'^*'(o'b' i ' i'),

where f is defined as follows:

flz) : -þ l1n9'''\\ , 4, zw- - cos(2p'r) - 2Ci(Z¡tx) - Si(2¡Lt)l

(2.27)

where 0: j'*, o: jj and U:2ka:2mEslq. By using trigonometric

identities and integrating the function, we obtain

(2.2s)
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u -sin(2ur\
4L'# - cos(2ux) -2Ci(Zur) - Si(2ur)l

, tL+ 1,.sin2(p+7)r+,tffi_coS2(p+1)"_2Ci|2(p+1)z]-Si|2(¡l+t)z]}
u-7-sin2(u-1)z+ 18 t-Gïþ - cos 2(p - 1)' - zcif2(p' - 1)"1 - Sil2(p - t)"1]

, u+1 ,sin2(utI)r+ s t-O+ 1Ë -cos2('+1)'-zCil2(u +1)zl - Sil2(u +1),'l)
u-I-sin2(u-1)u

-r 
- cos 2(, - 1)" - 2Cil2(u - 1)'l - Sifz(u - t)'lÌ8 l' 2Q-r)r

tf,nl - þt + it lt - )t *i^r#) * l'"(î1)r,

+

+ (2.2e)

where p : þ*o : (j' + j)dl" and u : p - o : (j, - j)d|". The above

equation is the exact solution. For large r, the function can be written as

rim r: lf,r"1r - þt +it çt - )t*i^r#) * I n(#n (2.80)

Eq.(1.9) then becomes

1 ry:l , AU')

t¡O :'t"*lnr * r(r) + ? îr t("'), (2.31)

where J(z) is given by (2.14) for .4.0¿ ) 1. For a given j, the above equation

generates j equations, and numerically solving these equations gives the gap

behavior. Two ratios of interest, 4U)76(o) utr¿ 4(j)/A(i-l), are presented from

Figures 7.5 to 7.74 for different values of bf a" and various values of j.
Note that for the case of blo"- 0.01, j - 20, the results are as expected,

which indicates the method in this range provides reasonable results. For the

cases of blo"- 0.2, j -20, andbf a.- 0.2, j :5,, the ratio ¡U)¡6Q-t) gives

the expected behavior, but 6(i)74(o) does not. For the ranges bf a":0.8, j :
20, and bf a.:0.5, j - 10, both configurations gives unexpected behaviour

and thus indicate the method in this range does not give reasonable results.
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In general, we find that for j(blù < 4 the calculation gives reasonable

behaviour that qualitatively can be trusted. This implies that for srnallbf o,",

j calr be 1arge, or for large bf a",, j must be small in order to keep the condition

bf a. < 4. one can note that for large 7 with bf a" 10.0b the results agrees

closely with the superlattice results, and also for small bf a" asj increases the

gap functions remain constant until one gets near the edge; such behaviour is

what is expected for an infinite superlattice system.
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S Comaparisore and Ðiscussiol.¡

The single film and the superconducting superlattice cases have been com-

pared with other approaches 122,36]; the comparison, in all cases, gives a

good qualitative agreement, but quantitatively differences exist. Even this

qualitative agreement is somewhat surprising, as in this approach ïve assume

clean materials with ideal interface, while others, e.g., the McMillan model,

assume dirty materials (/ < €(")) with a tunneling interface. In a sense, then,

it may be possible to include dirt and reflecting interfaces in this approach by

a simpie reinterpretation of the parameter ø", which has been suggested by the

good agreement of the step function approximation with more realistic pair

potentials in the context of the quasiclassical approximation [41].

For the finite superlattice case, we would expect that as bf a" increases,

the results of Tf T. should be close to the single layer case; i.e., for a large

separation of the superconducting layers, each of the layers in the system could

be treated as a single layer. However, the results show that as bf ø" increases

TfT" decreases as , --+ 0, away from the single layer's case, but as T --+ T"

the results agree better in all cases. This unexpected behavior as ? æ 0 may

be explained by considering the assumption À,fl¿ ) 1. This assumption was

made for simplicity, as the equations in this limit are easier to solve, and also

because the corrections to this assumption go like 1/(^f¿d)3, and ÀÍ-)¿ - t+
and ft ) 1. We then solved the equations and find the assumption is valid

except for j(bla.) > 4. Thus, for consistency af a, cannot be too small, as

otherwise z\fl¿ will not be large. According to the calculation of af a,. from

Equation (2.16), when bf a" andj increase af a" decreases. For those values of

j and bf a.for which Â0¿ was not found to be large, one should go back to
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the original equations and solve them not assuming z\f^l¿ ) 1. This was done,

but the results difered little with the results presented in the graphs except in

extreme cases for which af a.10.001. This indicates, therefore, a breakdown

in the approximations used to derive the original equations, the most likely

one being the assumption of a spatially constant gup function.

This view is supported by the fact that most of the unexpected behavior is

near 7 : 0, but for T --+ [ the right limit is reached for all cases. Recall that

a central assumption of the approach is that the assumed and calculated pair

potentials nearly coincide. The validity of this assumption has been checked in

the single layer's case 122], and agreement between the assumed and calculated

pair potential was good for , --+ T" but not great for T --+ 0. This indicates

the method is more self consistent for , --+ T" than for T -, 0 . Therefore it
would be useful to calculate the gap parameters for finite temperature to see

if similar conclusions can be drawn.

Another comparison that can be made is the infinite superlattice with a

single layer, which is shown in Figure 7.t2. The results are reasonable: when

bf a"increases, they approach the single layer situation, which is expected.
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4 Cor¿cl¡.nsåos'rs

We presented a method for the self-consistent solution of the Bogoliubov equa-

tions for various systems for which the proximity effect is important. For these

different geometries we studied solutions of the gap equations which are ob-

tained from the consistency condition imposed on the pair amplitude. This

can be used to study the reduced critical temperature in the various systems

In general, the results obtained qualitatively agree with other techniques

which have been employed for the proximity effect. Such an agreement sug-

gests that the approach and the assumptions contained in the method are

physically reasonable. The central assumption of the method is that the spa-

tial dependence of the electron pair amplitude in the superconducting regions

is smali and can be treated as a constant to a good approximation. Such an

assumption has been checked in the single layer case, and we used the assump-

tion in an infinite and a finite superlattice systems. The results indicate that

the assumption is valid except for a finite superlattice system with large j and

bla". (j(blo") > 4)

Several results obtained by the procedure can be summarized as follows.

(1). In the single film case, there exists a critical value a" x 0.BB24o be-

low which superconductivity cannot be maintained at any temperature. The

dependence of this critical thickness at zero temperature for the finite super-

lattice system has been found, and shows Lhat af a" decreases as the normal

layer's width increases and as the number of layers increases.

(2). An infinite superconducting superlattice system was shown to follow

in the context of this method as the limit of a finite system.

(3). The dependence of transition temperatwe T(a,b, j) for a finite su-
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perlattice system has been studied. The results show that near T ---+ T. lhe

right limit is reached for ali cases) but unexpected results appear for small ?.

Such behavior indicates that the assumed and calculated pair potential are

nearly self-consistent for , --+ 7", but near T : 0 this assumption starts to

break down.

(4). The thickness and the layers dependence of the gap parameter for

finite superlattice system at zero temperature,

A(i) A(i)
A(Ð Nr'-Ð'

has been studied. The numerical evaluation suggests that the method is rea-

sonable for ranges of j and bf a.for which j(blQ < a

One could mention here again that all the results obtained in this approach

are independent of the material with Âfì¿ ) 1.

The results obtained for the various systems by this approach have also

been compared with other techniques. Generally the approach qualitatively

agrees with other approaches involving realistic treatments taking into ac-

count impurities and moderate deviations from our assumptions of the identi-

cal physical properties, e.g.. electron mass, etc. This suggests the method and

the assumptions are relatively reasonable. For the finite superlattice system,

under the assumption Afì¿ Þ 1, the calculation gives reasonable solutions at

the lower range of the thickness of the normal layer, bf a.,but for large ó the

calculation does not provide reasonable results. However, for large bf a. we can

treat each layer of the system as an independent single superconductor layer,

so that the treatment of a single layer can apply to each layer of the system

separately. In practice, therefore, such approximate calculations for a finite

superlattice seems to be a reasonable treatment.

In any case, the procedures in this method provide a mathematically well-
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defined approach for determining properties of superlattice systems by using

only the parameters contained in the BCS theory of bulk superconductors,

and it is hoped also provides qualitative picture of the real situation. There-

fore, the method generally achieves the goals that many properties of different

geometrical systems difficult to obtain in more invoived approaches can be

calculated in this method by using a straightforward extension of the BCS

theory. Other interesting extensions, such as including magnetic order in the

normal metal, could also be considered for these systems by this method.
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Appesadåx &

Såsae arad Cosåme åsaËegræås

In this appendix we present the definition of the Sine and Cosine integrals

arising in the method, together with approximation of the functions in various

limits.

These integrals are denoted by .9i(z), and Ci(r), and defined as

Ci(t):-[*+dt= ' t"cost-1, J" t =7"*lnr+Jo , d, (0.1)

and
. /co sinl , it r' sinlsi(r) : _ J, ;d, : _i * J, f at, (o 2)

where 1" : 0.5772756649 is Euler',s constant.

The Cosine integral is an even function and the Sine integral is odd. Close

to x :0, the functions can be approximated by
r2Si(r)=zexp(-rrl) lrl<2.2 (0.3)

and
t1

Ci(r) * l."pç-!7 | r l< 2.5. (0.4)\ / 4 " 14, I r----

For large r the approximations are

si(x\=n - 
rcos(ø) 

---(r').-'\'-., Z ,r+z ï2+6 (o'5)
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and

Ci(r\- zsin(r) 
- 

cos(¡r).

rr+z ,'2+6 (0'6)
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Appeaadåx W

,&sa ãsaÈegtreËåosa

In this appendix, we evaluate the expression

I{(r) : ! 
lr* [Û{j)- cos(az) - zCi(ax) - (ar)Si(ar)]cosh-2(!)d,r

: g [* d,xJ(ar)cosh-211;, (0.2)r Jo 'T)

which appears in Chapter 7, Section (2.2).We first consider a general expres-

sion with parameter ø.

(1). We have

h: I lo* 
o*cos(az)cosh-211¡.

Let i : u, dn - rdu, and we find[a1]

, o,2rr 
sinh-l tTl (0 B),r_ z ",,, \ 2 ).

(2). We next consider

12 : ! [* d,rCi(ar).orh-,(t)
TJO T

: -: l,* d,r cosh-z(î¡ Ë 
þ ,o, ". (o.b)
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Let y : zf ar, for which fl2 : (ar)dy, and we find

where u:ürA arrd

Iz : -ï lr- d'rcosh-z(il lr* 
Lror(orv)

a f* dA l* , cos(ary): -; J' y J, *;Pffi
: -î1,*#1,*^;##r)

7 t*dy [*: --t " t durJt a2Jo

cos(z)

cosh2 (uf ary)'

sin(øz) , _2rt t

- 

cosn t-lo,x: T'
sin(øz) , -,.t,__:__:_ cosh -(_).

T T'

! ¡* d.r cos(ax)cosh-2¡9;
r Jo \ / tT'
oT' 

"rnn-'(arr 12),

dr : dulay. Since

_r.. cos(z) r(ayr)2 r _r tcr.yrit \

"".or¡1u¡*4: z stnh -\ 2 )'

* l,*dssinh-l 
(r#)2Jt¿--'2

(0.7)

(0.e)

(0.1 1)

l,*

Letting g: ayrrf2,for which dy: dglzlþrr)1, we find

12 : -o [* clg sinh-t g- Jorn/z

: atnltanh(ff)1.

we have

Since

Iz:

(3). We next have

Is: i l,*

I l,*

dIt :
da

:
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we find

I" : 
Io" ffu, : T lo" 'd.rsinh-r 

(rrr l2).

Letting

'ti,: r dr: du,

for which

d,u : d,rsinh-l (rrr 12) , : +ln[: ¡¿n¡1 rrr l4)],
7fT

we obtain

h : T 1"" 
rd.r sinh-L (rrr 12)

= ølnltanh(amla) - [" o*ln[tanh(zzm l4)]. (0.1b)'JoL\

( ). We finally consider

Ia : U 
lr* 

d,r(ar) Si(ar)l cosh-2 (!)d,r

: -O t* drrcosh-z() [* þsin(orz)
r Jo 'r'Jt z
^2 ræ.1- ¡m: -T Jr- 

Yr, 
Ir* rd.r sin(ar) cosh-2 ç!-¡

: o' 
[.* ** [^* orcos(ør) cosh-2ç3-¡1

T J7 Z" d,A Jo

: o'[*dzd, ar 
,

r h zz da'2(tfr)2 sinh(ørrzIZ)(Ilz2)t
a2Tr r* dz d - 0,: z J, ;d"L"irh("*rrlÐJ
a2rr [* d, r 1 lalrrz, cosh(øn'r tlz) .: 2 Jt ;Lti"h(."r"1Ð-\ z )ñ(e"rrlÐt
azrr . [* dz 1: 2 lJ, ;;ÃC;4Ð - "i"h("",1Ðl 

(o'17)

Since

l,* #r*): -(rlb)ln[tanh(ó/ z)] + (tlu) l,* 5rnftanh(bzl2)],
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we obtain

- a2TT- 214 : 2 {-;1"[tunh(arrla)]
2 r*d,z _ 1 .,r - t :ln[tanh(azrrla)].

' on, J, 
"2 

"'[u'"tt1uttt I /=)] - sinhþ.TT lÐJ

: -ø ln[tanh (atrr I a)] * o lr* ! n¡tunt-,(atrr z la)l

a2rr
2sinh(atrr l2)'

Thus, summing the various terms, we have

(0.1e )

K(r) : : l"* drJ(ar)cosh-2 (i): _ h- 2rzt rs- rn

: '- 
Io" 

ortnfranh(z' 14Ð] - o 
1,,* lm¡tunt(azrrla)l

: - { lr* dr tn[tanh( rrr la)] - l"* dr ln[tanh (rrr la)]

+ o lr* ln¡tunt(aztrrl4)lj. (0.21)

Since

l"*
(0.22)

where t: rrrl4, we obtain

I{(r) : : Ir* 
d,rJ(ar)cosh-2i3;

: -{-# - l"* dzln[ranh (rtrrla)]* o lr* !n¡tunt(aztrrla)l]

: # * l"* dernlranh (rtrrla)l - o lr* \tn¡tunt (anrrla)rj,(0.23)

or, letting

t: úz dr: adz; )

dz ln[tanh( rrr la)] : n l*lfT JO

^

2r'

dtln )
)

2t

2t
{
p(

EX

CX+
i
i
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I--+æ z--+æ )

and

l:O, 7:1

we have

[* O*ln[tanh(rr r l+)]: [* od"ln[tanh(z-r azla)].
Jo L \ t -/J Jt 

----'- ---t ------\"

We finally obtain

I{ (r) : i lr* 
d,xJ(ar)cosh-211;

: L* + " lr* orln[ranh(zø trr la)] - o 
lr* \tn¡tunt (aztrr la)l

if /'oo I: ; + " J, dz(I - ;) ln[ranh (zarr la)). (0.2b)
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